
2017-03-27 - ISDA Team - Stand-up Meeting Notes

Have a Great Week!

 

Who Planned - Monday Accomplished - Friday

Bing Zhang    

Christopher 
Navarro Upgrade Rapid VM

Vacation
Upgraded rapid vm to Ubuntu 14.04 - Wednesday
Vacation - Mon/Tues/half wed/Th,Fro

Craig Willis
NDS

iSchool pilot support
Heketi/Openstack prototype
Oauth2/external auth investigation

TERRA
Prototype searchkit UI/requirements

NDS
Progress toward heketi prototype, but still incomplete
Good progress on oauth2/external auth prototype

TERRA
Made progress on searchkit prototype, but will 
continue next week.

Eugene Roeder    

Htut Khine Htay 
Win
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Indira Gutierrez 
Polo

GLM

Fix bug with controls on details page not working

InCore

Building Occupancy Ratio Plugin

GLM

Fix bug with seasons on trends
Fix bug with controls on details page not working

InCore

Building Occupancy Ratio Plugin - Some Progress

Inna Zharnitsky    

Jing Ge Testing dispy

document time span for different datasets
document memory usage for different datasets
change GP preprocessing in data_cleanup_pipeline

 

Jong Lee    

Kenton McHenry
Lots of catching up from last week
HR

Lots of catching up from last week
HR

Luigi Marini
BD

Finish new API endpoints
Sprint planning
Start reviewing end user documentation

GLM
pyclowder2 geostreams code (this has to get done 
this week)

IMLCZO
write more parsers based on code above

SEAD
pull request reviews

Earthcube
Start migrating services
Start writing report

BD
Need more work on API endpoints
Sprint planning
Debugging

GLM
not done, but made progress on geostreams python 
code

IMLCZO
text for proposal

Earthcube
Started reviewing code and instance

Marcus Slavenas
BD

finish jupyter notebook
GLTG

windows server VM

 

Maxwell Burnette
finish SEAD comment pull request
TERRA collaborate to fix erroneous location in geo 
extractors
TERRA full field stitching

 

 -  SEAD-781 Ability to direct a comment using "@"
DONE

fixed geo extractors, ran test on full day, working on image 
stitching
pyclowder2 improvements for extractor submission
transfer logging db for influx online

Michal Ondrejcek
MDF - Trello_MDF

abstract for NDS workshop
finish NREL converter and commit to GitHub
finish surface diffusion converter and commit

MWRD
follow up with precipitation 2016 - ISWS,  MWRD-184,
MWRD-185
d3 and dTable panes

MDF - Trello_MDF
done
done
I need metadata description

MWRD
still not precipitation dataset,
dTable pane done
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Sara Lambert
Labs Workbench

 

 - NDS-664 Discuss how to handle non-service 

 containers RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-791 Prototype Oauth2 integration with 

 Labs Workbench RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-804 No one can successfully run deploy-

 tools without backup.pem from SDSC RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-787 Update ansible to support 2-node 

 gluster install RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-785 Prototype running Gluster pods with 

 persistent volumes RESOLVED

Review / planning
KnowEnG

  - Jira project doesn't KNOW-82

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

 

  - Jira project doesn't KNOW-72

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

 

Labs Workbench

 

 - NDS-664 Discuss how to handle non-service 

 containers RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-791 Prototype Oauth2 integration with 

 Labs Workbench RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-804 No one can successfully run deploy-

 tools without backup.pem from SDSC RESOLVED

 

 -  NDS-790 ndslabs-startup documentation
RESOLVED

KnowEnG

  - Jira project doesn't KNOW-74

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

 

  - Jira project doesn't KNOW-77

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

 

  - Jira project doesn't KNOW-133

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

 

Still in progress:

  - Jira project doesn't KNOW-82

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

 

Waiting to hear back from Matt / Colleen / Lisa

  - Jira project doesn't KNOW-72

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

 

  - Jira project KNOW-73

doesn't exist or you don't have 

permission to view it.

 

Still investigating the effect of our current patterns

 

  - Jira project doesn't KNOW-82

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

  - Jira project doesn't KNOW-72

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

  - Jira project doesn't KNOW-74

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

  - Jira project doesn't KNOW-77

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

  - Jira project doesn't KNOW-133

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

  - Jira project doesn't KNOW-82

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

  - Jira project doesn't KNOW-72

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

  - Jira project KNOW-73

doesn't exist or you don't have 

permission to view it.
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Michelle Pitcel
GLGVO

GLGVO-282 - Start Related Tasks
GLM 

GEOD-851 - fix merge conflicts
GEOD-859 - fix merge conflicts
Complete GEOD-838 (bug)
GEOD-853

IMLCZO
IMLCZO-155 - Schedule next meeting
Pull Request for Flux Tower, and then start IMLCZO-
125
IMLCZO-159

GLGVO
Worked on GLGVO-319 ( )GLGVO-282 related task

GLM 
GEOD-851 was merged
GEOD-859 was merged
Worked on GEOD-838

IMLCZO
IMLCZO-155 - Started process to schedule next 
meetings
Pull Request for Flux Tower
Worked on IMLCZO-125

Omar Elabd
Meeting with Civil Engineering Department
EPN/Water Interdependency
Seaside Water Analysis
Household Dislocation for Building Portfolio

 

Pramod Rizal    

Rob Kooper    

Sandeep 
Puthanveetil 
Satheesan

BD
Work on sprint tasks

DEBOD
Organize cards for processing
Continue with processing organized cards

IARP
Based on feedback from the team, continue with 
metadata integration

BD
Completed working on and issued pull BD-1203 
request
Worked on fixing BDFiddle manual processing mode 
and adding code snippets to it
Reviewed outstanding pull requests
Upgraded 4 Ubuntu VMs

BD
Organized some cards for processing

IARP
Worked on metadata integration

Shannon Bradley
Brown Dog sprint planning
Brown Dog testing planning
In-Core reports
Bug Tracker
HR
Travel Planning
Web Pages
Illness

Brown Dog sprint planning
Brown Dog testing planning
GLTG no cost extension research and writing
In-Core reports
In-Core workshop docs
Bug Tracker
HR
Travel Planning
Web Pages +
Illness

Yan Zhao  
BD

tool catalog login-- in review
bdfiddle upload large file-- not working
pecan prod – amerfilux is down, so it is still not 
working.
pecan dockerization -- we have a volunteer.

GLM
v3 search collapsing-- not finish
v3 config for parameter – not finish, need disscusion

Yong Wook Kim vacation vacation
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